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Abstract: The layered van der Waals CuInP2S6 (CIPS) features interesting functional behaviors,
including reversible ferroelectric polarization, Cu ion migration, negative capacitance effect, etc.
Here, the CIPS flakes were exfoliated from the CVT-grown high-quality single crystals, which were
fabricated into metal/CIPS/metal heterostructures by conventional photolithography. It was found
that the CIPS flakes persisted in the dominant out-of-plane polarization and the minor in-plane
polarization. Clear hysteresis current–voltage (I–V) loops, as well as the rectifying character, were
revealed in metal/CIPS/metal heterostructures, indicating the potential application as a memory
device. Additionally, the different metal electrode could significantly modulate the Schottky-like
barrier at metal/CIPS interfaces, resulting in symmetric or asymmetric I–V loops. The complicated
I–V curves may have originated from the voltage-induced Cu ion migration, reversible ferroelectric
polarization, and carrier (ion) trapping/detrapping. This work may facilitate the metal electrode
selection for the ferroelectric CIPS-based device application.

Keywords: van der Waals CuInP2S6; metal electrode; ferroelectric polarization; copper migration

1. Introduction

Ferroelectric materials persist in stable and reversible polarization, which can be used
in various applications, such as ferroelectric field effect transistors (Fe-FETs) [1,2], ferroelec-
tric tunnel junctions [3], ferroelectric diodes [4–6], ferroelectric-based flexible devices [7,8],
photodetectors [9], etc. Among them, ferroelectric diodes based on resistance switching (RS)
behavior have been extensively studied because of their simple structure as well as their
potential applications. Various perovskite oxides are used in ferroelectric-related devices,
such as BiFeO3 [10], Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT) [11], BaTiO3 [12], etc. Recently, due to the develop-
ment of the material exploration, two-dimensional van der Waals (vdW) materials have
attracted much attention because of their unique mechanical, thermal, optical, and electrical
properties. CuInP2S6, one of the extensively studied vdW materials, is well known for its
unique room-temperature ferroelectricity, with the Curie temperature of 315 K [13]. The
switchable piezoelectric response of a 4 nm (six layers) CIPS flake has been reported [14],
verifying the room temperature ferroelectric polarization. CIPS-based ferroelectric devices
have also been widely investigated, such as ferroelectric diodes with vertical and horizontal
metal/ferroelectric/metal (MFM) structures that exhibit excellent resistance switching
(RS) behavior [5,6]. Generally, different metal electrodes in metal/ferroelectric/metal het-
erostructures have diverse work functions, affinity energy, and charge screening length,
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etc., resulting in symmetric/asymmetric Schottky-like barriers as well as hysteresis current–
voltage (I–V) curves [15,16]. The voltage-driven ion migration (copper ion migration energy
~0.65–0.75 eV) [17,18] of ferroelectric CIPS could greatly affect the Schottky-like barrier, as
well as the space charge region at the metal/CIPS interface [19]. Consequently, the perfor-
mance of a ferroelectric device is decided by both the metal electrode and the ferroelectric
CIPS. Previously, the vertical Au/CIPS/Ti ferroelectric diodes showed a clear rectifying
character with RS behavior, which was attributed to the modulation of barrier height at
the interface due to the ion migration and charge trapping/detrapping [5]. Few works
have related the metal electrode effect, as well as the ion migration in CIPS. Therefore, it
is important to clarify the metal electrode effect and ion migration on the Schottky-like
barrier, which can facilitate the application of ferroelectric materials.

In this work, the CIPS flakes were exfoliated from the chemical vapor transport (CVT)
-grown high-quality single crystals. Then, they were fabricated into metal/CIPS/metal
(Ti and Au metal electrodes) heterostructures by conventional photolithography. The
dominant out-of-plane polarization of CIPS was characterized by piezoresponse force
microscopy (PFM). The clear hysteresis I–V loops, as well as the rectifying character, were
measured in metal/CIPS/metal heterostructures, indicating the potential application as a
nonvolatile memory device. Different metal electrodes could significantly modulate the
Schottky-like barrier at metal/CIPS interfaces, resulting in the symmetric I–V loops in
Au/CIPS/Au and the asymmetric I–V loops in Ti/CIPS/Au. The observed complicated
I–V curves may have originated from the voltage-induced Cu ion migration, reversible
ferroelectric polarization, and carrier (ion) trapping/detrapping. The higher Schottky-like
barrier was observed in the Ti/CIPS interface, which could facilitate the appearance of
hysteresis I–V loops in asymmetric metal/CIPS/metal structures. This work may facilitate
the metal electrode selection for the ferroelectric CIPS-based device application.

2. Materials and Methods

The high-quality single crystal CIPS was grown by the CVT method [20,21]. The pre-
cursors of Cu, In, P, and S powders were mixed in stoichiometric proportions of 1:1:2:6 and
sealed in vacuum quartz ampoules, with iodine as the transport agent (2 mg/cm3). Then, it
was placed in a two-zone horizontal tube furnace for 168 h, with the hot and cold zones set
at 750 and 650 ◦C, respectively. After sufficient reaction, the yellow bulk CIPS was collected
from the tube after the tube furnace was cooled.

The CIPS flakes were mechanically exfoliated on the SiO2/Si substrates from the
as-grown CIPS single crystals. Then, the CIPS flakes were dry-transferred to the bottom Au
electrodes (Au (20 nm)/Ti (5 nm)/SiO2 (300 nm)/Si), which were fabricated by standard
photolithography patterning followed by the electron beam evaporation and lift-off process.
Finally, the top electrodes of Au/Ti (60 nm/20 nm) or Au (80 nm) were fabricated on CIPS
flakes by a standard optical lithography method, forming the cross matrix devices.

The Raman spectra profiles of the exfoliated CIPS flakes were recorded in a wavenum-
ber range of 50 cm−1 to 100 cm−1 at room temperature using a commercial Renishaw
spectrometer system (λ = 532 nm). The crystal structure was characterized by X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) using a PAnalytical X’ Pert MRD diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The
morphology and piezoresponse of CIPS were performed using a commercial atomic force
microscope (Asylum Research MFP-3D) with a standard conductive probe manufactured
by NanoSensors; a Pt/Ir-coated silicon-based probe with a tip radius of ~25 nm. The in situ
VPFM and lateral LPFM imaging of CIPS sheets prepared on n-doped Si substrates under
an AC voltage (VAC = 0.1–0.5 V)-driven probe tip was performed. All PFM measurements
were performed at ambient humidity and temperature. The I–V characteristics were tested
in a homemade Labview-controlled system with a Keithley 2636B source measure meter.
The positive voltage was defined as a voltage applied on the top Au electrode. All I–V
measurements were performed at room temperature.
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3. Results and Discussions

The CuInP2S6 was one of the representative two-dimensional ferroelectric materials
that reserved the ferroelectric ordering until its Curie temperature of 315 K (TC~315 K) [22].
The CVT-grown CIPS crystals in this work consisted of sulfur octahedral frameworks
stacked layer by layer. The frameworks in the layers formed different triangular sublattices,
which were filled by Cu, In, and P–P triangular pairs, respectively (shown in Figure 1a,b).
The framework layers were weakly coupled by the vdW interaction. The off-center shifting
of the Cu sublattice and the cation migration in the In sublattice were strongly related to
the spontaneous polarization in CIPS [23].
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Figure 1. Crystal structure and characterization of CIPS. (a) The side view and (b) top view of the
crystal structure of CIPS with a vdW gap between the layers. Raman spectra (c) and X-ray diffraction
patterns (d) of CIPS at room-temperature.

The as-grown crystals were characterized by Raman spectroscopy and X-ray diffrac-
tion. The typical Raman-spectrum profile of an exfoliated flake collected with 532 nm
laser excitation is shown in Figure 1c. Clear characteristic Raman peaks of CIPS could be
identified, corroborating the ferroelectric phase of the CVT-grown crystals. The peaks at
315 cm−1 and 102 cm−1 corresponded to the vibrations of cation (Cu+) and anion (P2S6

4−),
respectively. The peak at 266 cm−1 was related to S-P-S vibrations, while the peak at
376 cm−1 was from the P-P stretching [1,24,25]. Multiple peaks between 125 cm−1 and
139 cm−1 were closely connected to the anion vibrational modes of the CuInP2S6-In4/3P2S6
phase [26]. It was noteworthy that the Raman peaks revealed the existence of ferroelectric
dipole at room temperature in CIPS flakes.

Figure 1d displays the X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD) of bulk CIPS single crystals.
Only diffraction peaks of (00l) were observed [21,27]. The corresponding out-of-plane lattice
constant could be calculated by the Bragg diffraction relation 2dhklsinθ = λ, where the λ
and dhkl are the wavelength of X-ray (1.5406 Å) and the interplanar spacing of (hkl) plane,
respectively. The calculated d002 was 6.53 Å, namely the out-of-plane lattice c = 13.06 Å,
which was similar to the previous report [28].

Since the high-quality CIPS single crystal was prepared, it was natural to show the
evidence of ferroelectricity of the exfoliated-CIPS flakes. Here, we characterized the ferro-
electricity of CIPS flakes in dual AC resonance tracking (DART) mode, using piezoresponse
force microscopy (PFM). The CIPS flake was exfoliated on n-type heavily doped Si sub-
strates by a conventional mechanical exfoliation method. Figure 2a displays a typical
topography of exfoliated ~110 nm CIPS flakes. The out-of-plane PFM hysteresis response
was measured in order to obtain a quantitative characterization of the CIPS flakes, as shown
in Figure 2b. A clear-phase hysteresis loop with a 180◦ phase difference was obtained,
revealing the out-of-plane three-dimensional ferroelectric ordering in CIPS. The coercivities
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were +3.5 V (+320 kV/cm) and −5.0 V (−455 kV/cm), which was slightly larger than that
of ~200 kV/cm reported in the literature [23]. Generally, the PFM amplitude reflected the
strength of the local piezoelectric response of the sample, while the PFM phase represented
the direction of polarization in each domain. CIPS is a typical out-of-plane ferroelectric
material; however, Hong et al. found that it contains the in-plane polarization above a criti-
cal thickness (~90 nm) [27]. Therefore, both vertical-PFM (VPFM) and lateral-PFM (LPFM)
measurements were carried out to testify the dominant out-of-plane polarization and minor
in-plane polarization, further proving the high quality of the CIPS crystals. Figure 2c,d
show the out-of-plane PFM response, while Figure 2e,f show the in-plane PFM response
of the CIPS sample. Obviously, the VPFM signals showed a strong contrast between the
two polarization states, implying the robust spontaneous out-of-plane polarization. On
the contrary, the LPFM signals displayed the blurred pieces, corresponding with the weak
in-plane polarization. In addition, there was inevitably a Cu-deficient In4/3P2S6 (IPS) phase
due to the coherent spinodal decomposition of Cu during the crystal preparation, which
was a centrosymmetric structure with no piezoelectricity or ferroelectricity [29]. Therefore,
some regions of weak response could be seen in the amplitude figure.

The sandwiched matrix devices of metal/CIPS/metal were fabricated to study the I–V
characteristics. Here, we chose mechanically exfoliated thin CIPS flakes with a thickness
of ~30–60 nm as the interlayer material due to its robust switchable polarization [14,23].
Figure 3a shows a schematic diagram with a titanium top electrode and a gold bottom
electrode for the typical two terminals I–V test; the corresponding optical image of the
matrix device is shown as inset. The typical characteristic I–V curves shown in Figure 3b
were measured at various voltages (ramping rate of 0.5 V/s). The sweeping directions are
indicated by arrows in Figure 3b. Generally, the measured current was in the picoampere
level, corroborating the comparative insulating nature of CIPS. The I–V curve showed
a tiny current variation (~0.5 pA) under a voltage of ±4 V, while a large current change
(5 pA) with a clear hysteresis loop was observed under the voltage of ±5 V. The I–V
curve also displayed a rectifying character, which was an indication of a Schottky-like
barrier formed at the metal/CIPS interface. The hysteresis loop feature of the I–V curve
displayed a typical resistive switching behavior, which was classified as volatile case for
our metal/CIPS/metal stack. The current switching ratio (Ion/Io f f ), defined as the current
difference at +3.4 V between the voltage ramping up and down at the positive voltage
branch, gradually increased from 1.21 under ±4 V to 32.06 under ±5 V [5,14]. The I–V
curves with hysteresis loop and rectifying character appeared with a slow voltage ramping
rate (<1.0 V/s), as shown in Figure 3c, which was absent at a fast voltage ramping rate
(≥2.0 V/s).

Generally, the carriers dominated the conducting properties in the common mate-
rials. As for some layered ferroelectric materials, the polar atomic migrations could be
flipped back and forth within the double-well potential by reversing a small electric field
(voltage), namely the reversible switching of the ferroelectric polarization, while a large
electric field (voltage) could overcome the energy barrier for ion migrations between unit
cells, resulting in the ions moving without being bound [30]. Therefore, the van der Waals
ferroelectric material properties were strongly dependent on the applied voltage amplitude
and duration [31,32]. As for the conduction in CIPS, it was not only the usual carriers
that dominated the transport properties, but the voltage-driven copper ion migration also
had some contributions. Consequently, the small voltage displayed a tiny current, corre-
sponding to the intrinsic low carrier density in CIPS. As the voltage amplitude increased,
it seemed the energy barrier of ion migration (~0.65–0.75 eV) was reached, resulting in
the significant rising of current as well as the appearance of an I–V hysteresis loop. The
hysteresis loop could originate from the trapping/detrapping of carriers/ions [33]. The
switching ratio increased with an increasing sweep speed, which may have resulted from
the higher electric field further driving the alignment of electric dipoles in the copper and
indium sublattice [14]. Figure 3d shows the schematic energy diagram in Ti/CIPS/Au
ferroelectric diodes under different electric fields. The incomplete screening of the two
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different electrodes caused an energy band bending at the metal/interface, which could
modulate the Schottky-like barrier height (SBH) [16]. The asymmetric I–V curve may have
originated from the different work function and affinity energy between titanium and gold,
as well as the different band bending effect at the Ti/CIPS and Au/CIPS interface and
the voltage-induced polarization effect [5]. Since the characteristic I–V curve revealed a
Schottky-like behavior, the Schottky-like barrier energy could be extracted by the relation
I(V) = AT2 exp

(
− qϕb

kBT

)(
exp

(
qV
kBT

)
− 1

)
, where A, T, q, and kB are the perfector constant,

temperature, electro charge, and Boltzmann constant, respectively. The calculated Schottky-
like barrier heights were 0.926 eV and 1.096 eV at the Au/CIPS and Ti/CIPS interfaces,
which were slightly larger than the copper migration energy. Clearly, the Schottky-like
barrier of Ti/CIPS was slightly larger than that of Au/CIPS.
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Figure 2. PFM measurements of CIPS flakes. (a) The topography of exfoliated CIPS flakes. (b) The
out-of-plane PFM amplitude (left axis) and phase (right axis) switching hysteresis of 110 nm CIPS
flakes. The out-of-plane PFM amplitude (c) and phase (d) images of CIPS flakes. The in-plane PFM
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In order to elucidate the electrode effect on the Schottky-like barrier, the symmetric
heterostructure of Au/CIPS/Au was designed, as shown in Figure 4a. The inset of Figure 4a
displays the corresponding optical image of the Au/CIPS/Au heterostructure. The typical
characteristic I–V curves are shown in Figure 4b, measured at a ramping rate of 0.5 V/s.
Generally, the measured current was in the tens of picoamperes, confirming the insulating
CIPS. A clear hysteresis loop with a current of ~80 pA was observed under the voltage of
±1.5 V, which was recognized as the volatile resistance switching character. The current
switching ratio (Ion/Io f f ), defined as the current difference at +0.9 V between the voltage
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ramping up and down at the positive voltage branch, was 8.7, which was lightly smaller
than that of the Ti/CIPS/Au heterostructure. The hysteresis I–V and the rectifying character
appeared with a ramping rate as slow as 2.0 V/s (shown in Figure 4c), which was different
compared with that of the Ti/CIPS/Au structure due to symmetric electrode-modulated
Schottky-like barriers at the metal/interface.
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Figure 3. Electrical characterization of Ti/CIPS/Au ferroelectric heterostructure. (a) Schematic
illustration of Ti/CIPS/Au heterostructure. The inset shows the optical image of fabricated
Ti/CIPS/Au. (b) The I–V curves measured at various voltages with a ramping rate of 0.2 V/s.
The i–iv with arrows indicate the voltage sweeping sequence. (c) The I–V curves measured at dif-
ferent ramping rates (1.0 V/s, 2.0 V/s, 5.0 V/s). (d) Schematic band alignment of the Ti−CIPS−Au
ferroelectric heterostructure.

The nearly symmetric hysteresis I–V loop was observed in the symmetric Au/CIPS/Au
heterostructure, which was obviously different from the asymmetric I–V loop in the asym-
metric Ti/CIPS/Au. Meanwhile, the rectifying character was clearly displayed both in
positive and negative voltage regions, indicating the appearance of symmetric Schottky-like
barriers at both Au/CIPS interfaces. The calculated Schottky-like barriers were around
0.895 eV at the two Au/CIPS interfaces, which was slightly smaller compared with the
asymmetric Ti/CIPS/Au heterostructure due to the Cu migration. Additionally, the fer-
roelectric polarization of CIPS could also modulate the interfacial barrier height to some
degree (Figure 4d). It should be noted that the thickness of CIPS was around 31 nm for
the symmetric Au/CIPS/Au structure. The comparative thin CIPS thickness could have a
limited effect on the current amplitude [5]. It seemed that a higher Schottky-like barrier in
the Ti/CIPS interface could facilitate the appearance of the hysteresis I–V loop.
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Figure 4. Electrical characterization of Au/CIPS/Au ferroelectric heterostructure. (a) Schematic
illustration of Au/CIPS/Au ferroelectric structure. The inset shows the optical image of fabricated
Au/CIPS/Au structure. (b) The I–V curves measured at ±1.5 V with a ramping rate of 0.2 V/s. The
i–iv with arrows indicate the voltage sweeping sequence. (c) The I–V curves measured at different
ramping rates (0.05 V/s, 0.1 V/s, 2.0 V/s). (d) Schematic band alignment of the Au−CIPS−Au
ferroelectric heterostructure.

4. Conclusions

In summary, the CIPS flakes were exfoliated from the CVT-grown high-quality single
crystals, which was testified by X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy. The dominant
out-of-plane ferroelectric polarization was verified by piezoresponse force microscopy as
well as minor in-plane polarization. The clear hysteresis I–V loops, as well as the rectifying
character, were reported in the metal/CIPS/metal heterostructure due to the voltage-
induced copper migration, ferroelectric polarization, and carrier (ion) trapping/detrapping
at the metal/CIPS interface. In addition, a near symmetric hysteresis I–V loop was dis-
played in the symmetric Au/CIPS/Au structure, while an asymmetric I–V loop was
observed in the Ti/CIPS/Au structure. The higher Schottky-like barrier in the Ti/CIPS in-
terface could facilitate the appearance of the hysteresis I–V loop. The metal electrode could
significantly change the Schottky-like barrier, as well as affect the ion migration. This work
may facilitate the metal electrode selection for the ferroelectric-based device application.
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